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Abstract

This paper provides a critical discussion on the functions and capabilities of Shariah boards, considering their ultimate authority in delivering Shariah assurance to stakeholders of Islamic banks. The primary objective of this initiative is to enhance the proficiency of Islamic banking in the realm of digital finance advancement while ensuring rigorous adherence to Shariah principles. This paper discusses the significance of robo advisory in facilitating real-time Shariah counsel by Shariah boards. Additionally, it highlights the potential of blockchain management systems (BMS) in augmenting the monitoring function of Shariah boards, namely in conducting reviews and audit assessments to ensure Shariah compliance in Islamic banks.
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Introduction

The Islamic financial technology (FinTech) sector has grown steadily, accounting for 18% of worldwide FinTech transaction volume at $79 billion. The 2022 Global Islamic Fintech Report predicts growth of about $179 billion by 2026. Some Islamic banks are collaborating with FinTech startups to improve their digital presence and stay competitive. Nowadays, Artificial intelligence (AI) is transforming banking and investment infrastructure, introducing digital business models like crowdfunding, peer-to-peer lending, big data analytics, and mobile devices (Lee and Shin, 2018). Social media and financial information have also greatly impacted financial users' behavior, preferences, and decisions.

The unwavering commitment to Islamic principles and values has played a pivotal role in propelling Islamic banks to reinforce the significance roles and functions of their Shariah boards. Thus, Islamic banks must carefully select Shariah board members. These personnel should have a strong Shariah and ethical background, Islamic banking experience, and technology expertise. The digital revolution in Islamic finance requires transparency about how technical advances correspond with Shariah principles. Shariah boards determine FinTech product permissibility, ensuring Islamic law compliance and establishing stakeholder confidence in digital offers.
These Shariah boards are increasingly responsible for safeguarding conventional Shariah principles and advising on technology-driven financial products and services as the financial industry evolves. Shariah boards may now automate, streamline, and reduce costs while adhering to Shariah principles thanks to the increasing growth of digital financial platforms and solutions. Blockchain technology makes financial transaction Shariah compliance transparent and verifiable (Chong, 2021). Haridan et al. (2023) further noted that AI-powered Robo Advisory helps Shariah boards provide Shariah assurance quickly and effectively. Previous studies have stressed the significance of Islamic banks expanding their Shariah boards to oversee FinTech due to the complexity of technology advances (Laldin and Djafri, 2019; Poon et al., 2020; Mukhibad, 2023).

This study aims to address this gap by delving into the potential benefits of AI tools to enhance the compliance roles of Shariah boards and reinforce ethical integrity within the rapidly evolving landscape of FinTech integration. The exploration of AI tools, such as blockchain systems, Robo Advisory, and big data analytics, as means to bolster Shariah board compliance roles, adds a valuable dimension to discussions on the adaptive capacities of Islamic financial institutions in response to the evolving challenges posed by FinTech integration. By shedding light on the governance aspects of Shariah boards, this research contributes to the broader discourse on effective strategies for Islamic banks to successfully navigate the intersection of Shariah principles and technological advancements in the digital era.

Research Method

This research is a methodical review of the literature (Xuesong Zhai et al., 2021) that manually screened, (adopted from De Bakker et al. (2019) method), a list of notable Islamic banking articles to assess Shariah boards' competencies and challenges in advancing financial technology in Islamic banks. Other sources were searched from Google Scholar, Elsevier, Emerald, and journal-specific websites for relevant publications, websites, and databases on artificial intelligence techniques such big data analytics, blockchain, and Shariah robo advice. These key AI tools may improve Shariah boards' relevance, independence, and competence in providing high-quality Shariah compliance assurance. This study set the publication stage to final and restricted the literature categories to articles, conference papers, books, book chapters, and editorials in order to narrow down the search results. (Lin, C.-C et al, 2023). Article abstracts were carefully analyzed (in table 1) to verify the study, addressing Shariah board concerns, competencies, and challenges. Articles from 2016–2023 were used to ensure the concerns were current and relevant to Islamic banking. Researchers also reviewed articles published between 2016 and 2023 to ensure that the materials they were analyzing were up-to-date and relevant to Islamic banking.
### Results and Discussions

**Table 1.** Islamic banking articles to assess Shariah boards' competencies and challenges in advancing financial technology in Islamic banks

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Title of the articles</th>
<th>Journals</th>
<th>Research Objective</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Findings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>La Torre, M., Dumay, J. and Rea, M.A. (2018). Breaching intellectual capital: Critical reflections on big data security.</td>
<td>Meditari Accountancy Research</td>
<td>To review articles discussing issues about intellectual capital and big Data</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>The data security breach poses threat to intellectual capital and value creation, thus, compromise the interest of stakeholders.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Mannai, M. A. and Ahmed, H. (2019). Exploring the workings of Shariah supervisory board in Islamic finance: A perspective of Shari’ah scholars from GCC.</td>
<td>The Quarterly Review of Economics and Finance</td>
<td>To examines the Shariah board structure, supervision function directly from the SSB members themselves</td>
<td>Semi structured interviews</td>
<td>The Shariah board supervision can impose operational risk in the form of Shariah compliance risk due to the lack of Shariah board independence and transparency.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5. Meslier, C., Risfandy, T. and Tarazi, A. (2020). Islamic banks’ equity financing, Shariah supervisory board, and banking environments. *Pacific-Basin Finance Journal* To investigate the potential determinants of equity financing by Shariah board Sample data observations were collected from 88 Islamic banks in 16 countries between 2009 and 2014. The duality of Shariah board members positively affects equity financing whereas the existence of a Shariah department within banks has a negative impact.


7. Mansoor, M., Ellahi, N., Hassan, A., Malik, Q. A., Waheed, A. and Ullah, N. (2020). Corporate governance, shariah governance, and credit rating: A cross-country analysis from Asian Islamic banks. *Journal of Open Innovation: Technology, Market and Complexity* To investigate the association between corporate governance characteristic, shariah governance characteristic, and the credit rating of Asian Islamic banks Sample data from 22 banks during the 2006–2018 period. This study found that credit ratings were positively correlated with board size, competencies, women on the board, shariah board size, supervisory shariah board, shariah board interlock, and female shariah scholars.

8. Manita, R., Elommal, N., Baudier, P. and Hikkerova, L. (2020). The digital transformation of external audit and its impact on the audit industry and explore its potential to enhance the audit effectiveness. *Technological Forecasting and Social Change* To examine the impact of digitalization on the audit industry and explore its potential to enhance the audit effectiveness. This study emphasizes the necessity of integrating digital tactics into audit businesses to improve audit efficiency.
| 10. | Safiullah, M., Hassan, M. K. and Kabir, M. N. (2022). Corporate governance and liquidity creation nexus in Islamic banks—Is managerial ability a channel?. | Global Finance Journal | To examine the effect of different skills on IFI innovation | Sample data of 110 Islamic banks from 11 countries for the period of 2005–2015 | This study found that better Shariah supervisory board (SSB) governance increases on balance sheet liquidity creation but decreases off balance sheet liquidity creation. |
| 11. | Abdeldayem, M. and Aldulaimi, S. (2022). Developing an Islamic crowdfunding model: A new innovative mechanism to finance SMEs in the Middle East. | International Journal of Organization and Analysis | To examine the role of the attributes of the shariah | In-depth interviews | This study proposes an Islamic Shariah compliant crowdfunding paradigm for reward, donation, loan, and equity based crowdfunding. |
The researchers decided to implement the procedure in selecting the paper that originated from Lin, C.-C. et al. (2023) The search string that was used in the process of selecting this paper was TITLE-ABS KEY ('Artificial intelligence (AI)' OR 'Shariah Board independence' OR 'Shariah Board relevance' OR 'Fintech') AND PUB YEAR > 2015 AND (LIMIT-TO (PUBSTAGE,'final') AND (LIMIT-TO (DOCTYPE,'cp') OR LIMIT-TO (DOCTYPE,'ch') OR LIMIT-TO (DOCTYPE,'bk') OR LIMIT-TO (DOCTYPE,'ed') AND (LIMIT-TO (OA,'all'))). The researcher filtered them in accordance with the following criteria based on the search criteria mentioned above: Subject: Islamic banks can use artificial intelligence. Key words and overview: The final step involves choosing relevant papers for the dataset for this study based on keywords and abstracts. Paper's main focus: In this review, the main focus is on papers that related to AI implications toward Islamic banking.

This study uses legitimacy theory to examine how Shariah boards oversee Shariah compliance. Dowling and Pfeffer (1975) believed symbolic communication might boost organizational legitimacy, while Weber (1978) believed adherence to social norms and regulations could do so. Legitimacy theory is the broad notion that an entity's activities conform to society standards, values, beliefs, and definitions, according to Suchman (1995). Shariah emphasizes morality, socio-political environment, and Shariah compliance in Islamic banking; stakeholders are narrowed (Chapra and Ahmed, 2002; Dusuki, 2008; Abu-Tapenjah, 2009; Safieddine, 2009; Todorof, 2018). The Shariah board is entirely responsible for Shariah compliance. The legitimacy thesis states that Shariah boards, the highest Shariah authorities, have a fiduciary duty to guarantee that all banking activities meet stakeholder goals and Shariah standards. However, prior research has identified various challenges that Shariah boards face in effectively fulfilling their roles and responsibilities related to Shariah compliance (Ullah et al., 2018; Haridan et al., 2018; Mannai and Ahmed, 2019).

**Shariah Board Governance in Islamic Bank**

The Islamic banking model distinguishes itself from conventional counterparts by adhering to Islamic jurisprudence (Shariah), which prohibits activities involving interest (riba), speculation (gharar), and financing of illicit ventures. Given the distinct nature of Islamic banks, various industries, including FinTech, must establish close collaboration with Shariah boards in overseeing all Shariah-related aspects. They provide independent assurance of Shariah compliance and endorse the religio-ethical legitimacy sought by stakeholders (Bougat ef, 2015, Ullah et al., 2018; Todorof, 2018).
Traditionally, the Shariah board plays a fundamental role in providing Shariah advice on financial innovations, conducting periodic reviews and finally verifying in its reports of Shariah-compliant on all financial instruments that the bank offers (AAOIFI, 2010; Ginena, 2014; Bougatef, 2015; Najeeb and Ibrahim, 2014; Quttainah and Almutairi, 2016; Farag et al., 2018). It is a fact that the Shariah board is accountable in performing their fiduciary duties of providing Shariah compliance assurance with values prescribed in the al-Quran and al-Hadith, such as being independent and transparent. For example

**Fintech Inclusion for Shariah Compliance Assurance in Islamic Bank**

The convergence of finance and technological innovation has ushered in the era of FinTech, which has significantly disrupted traditional financial business models and introduced highly efficient solutions for banks including Islamic bank. It is irrefutable that FinTech is catalyzing positive change within the Islamic banking industry. To remain competitive in this evolving landscape, Islamic banks are compelled to actively engage in innovation and undertake a profound transformation of their traditional financial infrastructure. Moreover, the integration of value-added solutions offered by FinTech with existing bank platforms has the potential to provide Islamic banks with a more streamlined and operationally efficient capability.

The positive impact and value created by FinTech inclusion present new challenges for Shariah boards in addressing Shariah-related issues and defining appropriate Shariah parameters for digital finance products that align with Islamic principles. There are many debates within Shariah boards dealing with FinTech products. For example, Mukhibad et al. (2023) highlighted that boards consisting of individuals with Shariah knowledge, diverse experiences, and other Islamic finance backgrounds resulted in better interpretation of products and Shariah compliance, thereby fostering open innovation in Islamic banking for the introduction of more FinTech products or services into the financial markets.

**The Relevant of AI For Shariah Board Assuring Shariah Compliance**

Shariah boards can improve their compliance checks by using AI. Shariah boards can automate manual audit compliance procedures and standardize Shariah compliance evaluations using blockchain technology. This simplification saves time and allows Shariah boards to focus on in-depth reviews of Islamic bank operations to ensure Shariah compliance. Blockchain technology enables real-time Shariah compliance reviews, which detect non-compliance immediately and increase compliance monitoring proactivity. In addition to blockchain, the integration of big data analytics further empowers Shariah boards through vast and swiftly evolving array of data. This capability enables dynamic and real-time analysis of extensive datasets, thereby offering a higher degree of assurance. The utility of big data analytics allowing Shariah boards to draw conclusions from a broader and more representative data population, as opposed to relying on traditional sample-based testing (Kwilinski, 2019; La Torre et al., 2018, 2021; Manita et al., 2020).

**Shariah Board Challenges in Dealing with AI**

Previous research has found many obstacles for Shariah boards in ensuring Islamic banks conform with Shariah standards. A detailed study by Ullah et al. (2018) indicated that Islamic bank management tried to bypass Shariah boards’ monitoring and audit functions, limiting their ability to defend and promote Shariah principles. These managers looked more concerned with Shariah certification for their banking products
than Shariah compliance. Haridan et al. (2018) examined the Malaysian Islamic banking industry and found that many Shariah boards delegated compliance to internal Shariah compliance teams. Thus, Shariah boards often rubber-stamped internal department operations without oversight. Mannai and Ahmed (2019) interviewed 13 GCC Shariah boards and shared these concerns. Their findings indicated concerns about Shariah compliance categorization norms and Shariah board independence, which could pose operational risks and reduce their efficacy.

Another critical concern pertains to the establishment of Shariah parameters for the disruptive innovations of AI introduced by FinTech products and solutions. This goes beyond simply categorizing these innovations as either permissible (halal) or prohibited (haram) within Shariah. The ongoing debate about these digital financial products highlights the need to establish Shariah parameters for Islamic banking products. Islamic banks encounter numerous challenges when they endeavor to adopt new financial technology advancements driven by the integration of FinTech. These challenges include the absence of standardized regulations, concerns about data security, and a shortage of IT expertise and related skills. For instance, previous studies have highlighted the divergent opinions regarding the compatibility of digital currencies like Bitcoin and Ethereum with Shariah law (Noordin, 2018; Depietro, 2018). While some argue that the involvement of interest payments is strictly prohibited, others view investment instruments based on physical assets more favorably and disapprove of pure monetary speculation (Noordin, 2018).

Abeldayem and Aldulaimi (2022) introduced a Shariah-compliant framework for Islamic crowdfunding, which categorizes it into four types: reward-based, donation-based, loan-based, and equity-based. However, Bakar, Rosbi, and Uzaki (2017) and Meera (2018) argue that the cryptocurrency framework is inherently devoid of intrinsic value and raises concerns of perceived injustice, thereby contradicting Shariah principles. Intriguingly, there is evidence suggesting that certain Islamic banks engage in “fatwa shopping” to obtain favorable religious rulings that support their online trading of Bitcoin FinTech (Oseni and Ali, 2019). Nonetheless, the shortage of talent among Shariah scholars is a significant concern (Garas and Pierce, 2010; Najeeb and Ibrahim, 2014; Othman and Ameer, 2015; Haridan et al., 2018) for Islamic banks as they venture into the realm of digital finance products and services offered by FinTech. A similar argument is presented in a study conducted by Hassan et al. (2019), which reveals that subpar standards in many jurisdictions and the inadequacy of Shariah board experts in both Islamic and conventional contractual transactions. Affirming this, a survey by Poon et al. (2020) of Islamic banks in Bahrain and Malaysia indicated that the shortage of Islamic finance specialists has rendered the Shariah board less involved in the technical aspects of product developments. Due to this, it raises the question of what the impact of AI is on the decision-making processes and oversight functions of Shariah boards in Islamic banking, and how these boards can effectively establish and adapt Shariah parameters to ensure the compatibility of digital financial products and services with Islamic finance principles.

**Conclusion and Recommendation**

As the Islamic banking system continues to advance and expand, the active involvement of Shariah boards takes on even greater significance. This is due to the dynamic nature of the financial landscape, which demands continuous adaptation to ensure that Islamic banks adhere to Shariah-compliant principles. The evolving financial ecosystem requires a vigilant eye to monitor and incorporate technological innovations, including blockchain and artificial intelligence (AI), while upholding the integrity of
Islamic finance.

The integration of blockchain and AI can significantly aid Shariah boards in carrying out their crucial tasks. These technologies offer enhanced transparency and relevancy, which are vital for ensuring that financial transactions and products align with Shariah principles. Blockchain’s immutable ledger, for instance, provides a secure and transparent record of all financial activities, making it easier for Shariah boards to verify compliance.

Moreover, it is imperative for Shariah boards to continually enhance their skills and competency to effectively leverage these technological advancements. This study suggests that training and development in blockchain and AI are crucial for Shariah scholars to stay abreast of the ever-evolving financial landscape. It enables them to offer informed guidance on emerging FinTech products. By staying well-versed in these technologies, Shariah boards can play a pivotal role in not only upholding Shariah compliance but also fostering innovation within Islamic banking. This ensures that the financial products and services offered remain in alignment with Islamic finance principles, thereby contributing to the growth of the industry. In light of the aforementioned advances in artificial intelligence, this study underscores the pressing need for future research to delve into the applicability of blockchain systems within the framework of Islamic banking, with a key focus on thoroughly assessing potential cyber risks. Understanding and addressing these risks is crucial for the growth of Islamic banking and ensuring unwavering adherence to Shariah compliance, especially in the face of the increasing integration of these technologies. Such a nuanced examination of cyber risks is essential to strengthen the resilience of Islamic financial institutions, safeguarding the integrity of the industry and commitment to Shariah principles.

The convergence of Islamic finance and technology, encompassing AI, is a dynamic field that has witnessed ongoing developments, perhaps leading to evolved viewpoints. Future research could investigate the extent to which AI systems can guarantee adherence to Shariah law in financial transactions. Additionally, exploring the level of trust that Shariah boards place in AI algorithms to make choices aligned with Islamic principles is a crucial area of inquiry. The scope of this study might be expanded to examine the perspectives of Shariah boards regarding the ethical and moral considerations associated with artificial intelligence. Inquiries may encompass the extent to which AI applications adhere to Islamic ideals, including but not limited to justice, fairness, and accountability.
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